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NÁÔu: The Place Name Generic

-R. Balakrishnan

“They found in villages the security and companionship they needed. Every
one knew every one. Skills could be exchanged. Harvesting the crops and other
heavy tasks could be lightened by co-operative effort, and the nearby graves of
ancestors gave a comfortable sense of belonging and continuity”1

I
NÁÔu as a term to denote a ‘place’ or ‘territory’ of varying sizes, ranging from
‘village’ to ‘country’, is used in Dravidian languages spoken in different re-
gions of India. The earliest attestation for the term is available in the CaÆkam
corpus, the earliest extant Dravidian literature, and the term is in current use.
This continuity in use and the geographical spread make the study of NÁÔu as a
place name generic more purposeful for its potential to offer a unique insight
into the genesis and utility of the term in spatial and temporal senses.

NÁÔu as a place name generic occurs in many parts of India including the areas
where Dravidian languages are not being spoken currently. The place name
generic without the euphonic ‘u’ in the word final occurs as nÁÔ on many occa-
sions. Place name generics such as nÁju, nÁé and nÁÆ±u occurring in different
regions are considered variants of the term nÁÔu, probably sharing a common
etymological origin.

This article intends to statistically account for the occurrence of NÁÔu, NÁÔ, NÁr
(NÁé), NÁju and nÁÆ±u as place name suffixes in India and traces the factors
common to them. Besides, it intends to browse through the literary, epigraphic
and folklore materials in various Dravidian languages to understand the gen-
esis of the term. However, the major objective of this article is to delve deep
into the concept of NÁÔu that seems to have evolved in consonance with the
march of civilization through various stages of economic, social and politi-
cal situations witnessed by various Dravidian tribes and groups. Besides, by
critically evaluating the occurrence of NÁÔu as a place name material in the
northern India, this paper, aspires to position this evidence as a fossilized repre-
sentation of a Dravidian presence in those regions in an immemorial past.

1 Jonathan Norton Leonard. The Emergence of Man: The First Farmers. Time Life International,
(Netherlands), B.V, 1974, p95
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‘NÁÔu,’ as a suffix in India
Our search for NÁÔu,2  (pronounced as NÁÔu, NÁ±u in different regions and men-
tioned in census records as Nadu) as a place name suffix reveals 73 such occur-
rences in India3 . The state-wise distribution of Nadu (NÁÔu) - suffixed place
names of India is given at Annexure-1. Tamilnadu tops the list with 37 entries
followed by Karnataka with 19. The occurrence of ‘nÁdu’- which is widely
accepted as a Dravidian term— in the toponymy of north Indian states such as
Himachal Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and the eastern state of Orissa de-
serves attention. In the whole of India, Nadu as a mono-word place name oc-
curs, surprisingly, in Himachal Pradesh. However, considering the fact that
this author has identified some more mono-word place names of seemingly
Dravidian origin such as Kudi (one each in Chamba and Bilaspur districts, cf.
Ku±i in Tamil), Palli (one each in Kangra and Solan districts, cf. Paººi in Tamil),
Cheri (one in Bilaspur, cf. Chøri in Tamil) and Patti (one in Kangra, cf. PaÔÔi in
Tamil) in Himachal Pradesh, the occurrence of Nadu (cf. NÁÔu in Tamil) as a
place name there, may not be dismissed as mere coincidence. As a thumb rule,
the occurrence of a generic material as a mono-word place name can be consid-
ered more ancient than those names occurring with qualifying prefixes.

 Kørala SthalanÁmakõsham (Vol I& II) enumerates the names of as many as
135 villages with NÁÔu (spelt as NÁdu) as suffix, whereas the census data ac-
counts for only two of them. This is mainly due to two reasons. First, in census
data, as many as 38 villages have been recorded as having nÁd as suffix (with
out the euphonic ‘u’), and second, some of the habitats accounted for in Kørala
SthalanÁmakõsam have not been included in the census data as census village
at 1991 Census, probably because these are small hamlets, which do not qualify
to be census villages. The list of NÁÔu-suffixed place names extracted from
Kørala SthalanÁmakõsam Volume 1 & 2 are given at Annexure 2 4  and 35

respectively.

2 In this article whenever mention is made of nÁÔu as a term the phonetic marks are used
whereas while search is made for ‘nadu’ suffixed place names the results are reported as such for
the data base has not been rendered with diacritical or phonetic marks.
3 The place names used for this survey are of the census villages of India as per 1991 census
unless otherwise indicated. The place names of Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Bihar
indicate the status prior to the creation of new states such as Uttaranchal, Chattisgarh and
Jharkand, respectively, unless the specifically mentioned.

4 Rajendran Vilakkudi, (ed.). Kørala SthalanÁmakõsam, Vol. I, Trivandrum: State Institute of
Languages, Kerala, 1984
5 Rajendran Vilakkudi, (ed.). Kørala SthalanÁmakõsam, Vol. II, Trivandrum: State Institute of
Languages, Kerala, 1999
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The names of the states Tamilnadu and Karnataka contain the place name ge-
neric nÁÔu. The search for the roots of people living in the states of erstwhile
Madras and Mysore resulted in the renaming of those states as Tamilnadu and
Karnataka respectively. We also find nÁd in district names such as WayanÁd
(Kerala), Dakshin Kannad and Uttar Kannad (Karnataka).

The place name generic nÁÔu is also rendered as nÁÔ’ (without the euphonic
vowel ‘u’) and spelt as nad in the census records throughout the country. Hence,
we made a search for nad (nÁ±) as a place name suffix and found 144 in-
stances. In this, Kerala, as indicated earlier, tops the list with 38 entries. Nad as
a mono-word place name or as a suffix occurs in all the directions. Bihar has 8
such villages, which include the occurrence of nad as a mono- word name in 5
places. Madhya Pradesh has 10 entries, out of which four are mono-word place
names. Maharastra has 29 occurrences including 2 mono-word place names.
Nad as a place name material occurs further in states such as Gujarat, Uttar
Pradesh, Rajasthan, West Bengal, Tamilnadu, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh.
The complete list of Nad- suffixed place names (including mono-word place
names) is given at Annexure-4.

Dravidian Place Names in Northern India

Before discussing the usage of the term nÁÔu in various Dravidian languages, it
may be appropriate to raise a relevant question at this stage and seek to find an
answer to it. Are we right in looking beyond the current boundaries of the
Dravidian India while statistically accounting for the occurrence of NÁÔu as a
place name material? How can we connect the occurrence of Nadu (NÁÔu) as a
place name material in the toponymic corpus of northern India with the Dravidian
term NÁÔu and by implication a Dravidian past? It is relevant here to take note
of the inherent characteristic feature of place names, which survived the lin-
guistics shifts and political changes and remained as fossilized representations
of an ancient past. One can cite this author’s ‘Chhindwara Syndrome’ hypoth-
esis, which was first put forward in 1997 as a relevant point in this context.6   In

6 R.Balakrishnan, “The Term Tamil a Toponymical Probe”, Journal of the Institute of Asian
Studies, vol. XIV, No. 2, (March 1997), pp, 91-134. In this article this author brought to the
light regarding the existence of place names in Chhindwara district of Madhya Pradesh, which
show remarkable oneness with the place names of Madurai region of Tamilnadu and its
upcountry neighbour Idukki in Kerala. This author located the occurrence of some typical place
names of Madurai- Idukky belt such as Palani, Tekkadi, Theni and Bodi in Chhindwara region
and christened this oneness as “Chhindwara Syndrome” and positioned the evidence as a marker
for the ancient migrations. For details see the article referred to above.
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order to strengthen the case that we are not arbitrary in our approach towards
the search for the remnants of a Dravidian past in the northern parts of the
India, we may adduce fresh evidences.

In TolkÁppiyam, the expression, ‘centamiã cørnta paùùiru nilam’- refers to
‘twelve lands’ (paùùiru nilam), where non-standard Tamil (koÔuntamiã) was
spoken. Those twelve lands were probably the outlying areas of the nucleus
centamiã land, where standard Tamil was in vogue. The commentator
CønÁvaraiyar enumerates the ‘twelve lands’ as follow: PoÉkarnÁÔu, OºinÁÔu,
TeùpÁnÔinÁÔu, KuÔÔanÁÔu, KuÔanÁÔu, PaùéinÁÔu, KaékÁnÁÔu, CÍtanÁÔu, PÚãinÁÔu,
MalainÁÔu (MalÁÔu), AruvÁnÁÔu, and AruvÁvaÔatalai.7  However, there is an-
other list of the ‘twelve lands’, which includes VøÆnÁÔu, and PuùanÁÔu
(PuùalnÁÔu,) in the places of PoÉkarnÁÔu and OºinÁÔu, other names remaining
the same.  Our specific interest in these place names is chiefly due to the ge-
neric element NÁÔu attached to each one of these names as suffix, that too in the
context of enumerating where a sort of non-standard Tamil was spoken.

What makes the study of Indian place names interesting and offers legitimacy
to our methodology is the fact that in tracing the countries or territories men-
tioned in the above list we have no valid clues available from within the
toponymic corpus of southern India in general, and that of present Tamilnadu
in particular, whereas the toponymy of northern Indian states contains such
place names that can be considered exact parallels or showing close similarity.

NÁÔu being the generic, and occurrence of that being the objective of this study,
we may look for the specific elements so that we get a fair picture, as a cross
check.

PoÉkar (Pongar) as a place name material is not in currency anywhere in pen-
insular India, whereas there are two places named as Pongar in Seoni district of
Madhya Pradesh.  Ponkar Kheri is a place name in Haryana.  Karka as a single-
component place name occurs only in five instances in India – all of them in
northern India (UP-1, Jharkhand-2 and Chhastishgarh-2). Karka as a prefix
occurs in place names such as Karka Beda, Karka Guda, Karka Ganda, Karka
Pal  and Karka Wada (Bastar district of Chhattisgarh); Karka Halli (Mandya
district of Karnataka); Karka Maska (Orissa); Karka Palle, Karka Valasa
(Warangal and Srikakulam respectively of Andhra Pradesh) and Karka Pur
(Bhandara of Maharastra).  There is only one place in India, named Panri, which
is located in Udaipur district of Rajasthan, whereas Pandri, which seems to be

7 TolkÁppiyam- CollatikÁram. CenÁvaraiyam, Cennai, Tirunelvøli Teùùintiya Caiva CittÁnta
NÚrpatippuk Kaãakam, 1970, p206
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a variant of Panri, occurs as many as 19 times in India and all of them occur
beyond the boundaries of southern India, i.e. Madhya Pradesh-8, Uttar Pradesh-
8, Orissa-2, Bihar-1 and Gujarat-1.

There is no place in southern India that can be proposed as a reminder of Aruva
mentioned in early Tamil texts, whereas Aruwa occurs as a mono-word place
name in Sitapur district of Uttar Pradesh and Aruwah is a place in Haryana.
Malad as the name of a territory sounds out of place in the context of present
Tamilnadu and there is an interpretation that Maladu is an aberration of Malai
Nadu i.e mountainous country. However, the toponymy of northern India of-
fers clues to this, for we come across Malad as a place name in three instances
in Maharastra— two in Pune and one in Thane district.  A search for Kuda as a
mono-word place name results in finding 12 such occurrences (Gujarat-4,
Madhya Pradesh-2, Maharastra-1, Bihar-2, Orissa, West Bengal and Andhra
Pradesh- 1 each), which includes a lone occurrence in Visakhapatnam in north-
ern Andhra Pradesh. While Kerala and Karnataka offer inputs for the identifi-
cation of KuÔÔanaÔu, we have occurrences available for PunanaÔu only in north-
ern parts of India. There are three places named Puna in Gujarat and one each
in Bihar and Himachal Pradesh. There is a reading of PuùanaÔu as the aberra-
tion of PuùalnaÔu and on that count as well we come across Punal as a mono-
word place name in Kangra district of Himachal Pradesh and Kolhapur district
of Maharastra.  While VønaÔu (Venadu) occurs as such in Nellore district of
Andhra Pradesh, we come across place names such as Ven in Rajasthan and
Vena in Gujarat.

It is relevant to note that the Dravidian elements in north Indian toponymy have
attracted the scholarly attention of the earlier researchers. F.C.Southworth, who
believes that the study of place names can provide evidence for the linguistic
identity of earlier inhabitants in a region, applies the toponymic methods to
prove the earlier presence of Dravidian speakers in western India. 8  Asko Parpola
considers the place names of the Harappan area a “potential source of clues to
identifying the Harappan language.”9

Hence, our method of seeking to set a larger canvas for the study of NÁÔu is not
to be viewed in isolation but in the context of the earlier studies and this author’s
earlier suggestion on “Chhindwara Syndrome”. Now let us focus again on NÁÔu,
our current interest.

8 Franklin C. Southworth, “Reconstructing social context from language: Indo-Aryan and
Dravidian prehistory” in George Erdosy (Ed.) The Indo- Aryans of Ancient South Asia, New
Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1977, pp. 258-277
9 Asko Parpola, Deciphering the Indus Script, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994,
p.170
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The usage of the term NÁÔu

A Dravidian Etymological Dictionary (DED)informs that nÁÔu as a geographi-
cal name occurs almost in all the Dravidian languages and dialects as such or
with certain variations. 10

Tamil: NÁÔu (oblique and adjective. NÁÔÔu) Country, District, Province, Local-
ity, Land, State, Rural Tracts.
Malayalam: NÁÔu – Country as  opposed to KÁÔu
Kota: NÁ.é – (obl. Na.Ô-) Country
Toda: No. é (obl. No. Ô -) Sacred Place, Dairy Complex
Kannadam: NÁ±u- Cultivated Country, Province, District
Tulu: NÁ±u – District, Village
Telugu: NÁ±u, NÁ±ika, NÁÆ±u - A Country
Gondi: NÁr (obl. NÁt) - Village
Konda: NÁr (obl. NÁt) - Village
Kui; NÁju (pl. NÁska) Village, Hamlet; NÁÔo – Village as contrasted with For-
est; NÁÔoki- Towards Home; To the Village
Kuwi (F): NÁiyÚ (pl.) NÁska- Village
Kuwi(S): NÁju – Village

Tamil lexicon lists a wide range of meanings to the noun nÁÔu such as ‘coun-
try’, ‘district’, ‘province’, ‘locality’, ‘situation’, ‘earth’, ‘land’, ‘world’, ‘king-
dom’, ‘state’, ‘rural tracts’, ‘open place’, ‘room’, ‘space’, ‘area’, ‘side’, ‘re-
gion’, ‘quarter’, and ‘agricultural tract.’11

NÁÔu as a noun occurs in TolkÁppiyam twice, denoting ‘the other world’ (para-
dise) and ‘country’. In CaÆkam corpus nÁtu as a noun to denote ‘country’ or ‘a
tract of land’ has been extensively used in relation to all types of lands. While
the expression kuùéukeãu nÁÔu describes a hilly tract, the expression taÆpaÆai
nÁÔu handles a fertile agricultural tract. While kuÔa nÁÔu refers to a country in
the western direction, pakaivar nÁÔu refers to an enemy country. However,
when it comes to the use of nÁÔu in vocative form (nÁÔa)12  and in genitive form
(nÁÔan, nÁÔÔar),13  the kuéiñci (hilly area) orientation of the term becomes pal-
pable. Primitive life was essentially hill and forest oriented. It would not be out
of the place to mention here that even now we come across nÁÔu suffixed place

10 Burrow. T and Emeneau M.B. A Dravidian Etymological Dictionary, New Delhi:  Munshiram
Manoharlal, 1998. Entry No. 3012, p.242
11 Tamil Lexicon vol.IV. Part I. Madras: University of Madras p.2210
12 Akananuru.58.6,Narrinai.57;7,Purananuru.236;3,Kuruntokai.18;2
13 Purananuru.135;13,150;28,Narrinai.136;5,Kuruntokai3;3-4,373;7-8
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names in Tamilnadu, mostly in the hilly tracts of Salem, Jawathu Hill  and in
Nilgiri Hills. Besides, Megalithic sites characterized by establishment of agri-
culture and settlements and use of iron are found in Tamilnadu, mostly in hilly
tracts and in the vicinity of iron rich Salem belt. Hence, the kuéiñci orientation
of nÁÔu as indicated in ancient Tamil literature had a definite basis.

The concept of nÁÔu must have had a much localized, humble beginning. In
CaÆkam love poems, the lovesick young lad (talaivaù) of hills identified as
malainÁÔaù (man of hilly country) meets his ladylove in her village clandes-
tinely and frequently. If so the distance between ‘his’ nÁÔu and ‘her’ nÁÔu could
not have been great. Hence, the geographical extant of nÁÔu of kuéiñci songs
could not have been vast. But, the CaÆkam Tamil society’s geographical reach
was not confined to hills alone and nor was it homogenous in every respect.
For the Tamils, who lived in bigger towns like Madurai, the concept of nÁÔu
might have been different. When mention is made about territorial divisions
such as PÁÆÔiya nÁÔu, Cõãa nÁÔu and Cøra nÁÔu what was meant by nÁÔu was a
larger tract of area. Even, the distant countries such as Makata nÁÔu, Matima
nÁÔu, Maluva nÁÔu, Vaccira nÁÔu and the island of IlaÉkai find mention in
CilappatikÁram;   AÉka nÁÔu, KÁntÁra nÁÔu, and CÁvaka nÁÔu in MaÆimøkalai,
the early Tamil epics.   Hence, we can hold that even during CaÆkam age,
Tamils had varying semantic boundaries for the term nÁÔu.

NÁÔu as an intermediate territorial concept seems to have taken root even dur-
ing CaÆkam period. The position of nÁÔu in relation to Úr and døyam and ulakam
is somewhat perceptible in CaÆkam literature. NÁÔu as a territorial concept in
contrast with kÁÔu (forest) has been portrayed in CaÆkam literature. The ex-
pression KÁÔu koùéu nÁÔu Ákki gives an insight into the process of establishing
agricultural settlements by clearing forests14 .

The Buddhist chronicle, MahÁvamsa speaks of one vaÔavalattirukaÔi nÁÔÁºar
as one of the five Tamil chieftains with whom the king of Lanka fought. The
translator of the text explains the usage NÁÔÁºar or NÁÔÁºvar on the basis of
Tamil term nÁÔu, meaning a country.15

In the inscriptions relating to Pallava, Cola, Pandya, Vijayanagara and Yadavaraya
kings, we come across names of many territories (countries) with nÁÔu in final or
medieval position. A list of such place names is given at Annexure-5.16

14 PaÔÔiùappÁlai 283.
15 L.C.Wijesinha Mudaliyar (Tr). The MahÁvansa part II, Asian Educational Services,
Newdelhi:1996:234
16 The place names with ‘nÁÔu’ as suffix have been compiled from S.Subramanya Sastry.  Early
Inscriptions, 2nd edition, Shri Satguru Publications, Delhi: 1984
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NÁÔu was considered an intermediate territorial unit during medieval Cola pe-
riod. In the Cola system of territorial divisions, NÁÔu ( AmbarnÁÔu, NÁÉkÚrnÁÔu,
ÀkkÚrnÁÔu, etc.) consisted of many Úrs and  vaºanÁÔu (UyyakkoÆÔÁù vaºanÁÔu,
RÁjarÁja vaºanÁÔu, KeraºÁntaka vaºanÁÔu, etc.) consisted of many nÁÔus and
vaºanÁÔu in turn, came under what was known as maÆÔalam (CõãamaÆÔalam,
VøÉkaimaÆÔalam MalaimaÆÔalam, etc.).

For the present day Tamils, nÁÔu would no longer mean merely a village or a
small tract of land though there are many villages still retaining their nÁÔu end-
ing names. For them, nÁÔu would mean ‘nation’. Hence, they call India Intiya-
nÁÔu, designate foreign country as veºinÁÔu and the United Nations as Aikkiya
nÁÔu. At the same time, in Tamil, the oblique form of nÁÔu is used to connote
‘the countryside’ in contrast with the urban and the modern. Hence, the country
medicine is called nÁÔÔumaruntu and folksongs are called nÁÔÔuppuéappÁÔal.

Telugu works such as RaÉkanÁta RÁmÁyanÁ17 , SriÉkÁra Naisadha18  and
Amukta mÁlyadÁ19  account for nÁÔu as a term to denote ‘country’, ‘large tract
of land’. NÁÔu, by and large, turns out to be an intermediate territorial desig-
nation, which is larger than Ùr (village) but smaller than Døsam (country or
nation). NÁÔu, irrespective of its size, was generally defined as a place where
people live20 . In modern Telugu, nÁÔu is used mostly in the sense of country-
side, in contrast with the urban. Thus, the native hen (which is not an exotic
one) is called nÁÔÔu kõ±i and country liquor is called nÁÔÔu sÁrÁ. While Tamils
retain the native term nÁÔu to denote ‘nation’, Telugus prefer Døsh of San-
skrit origin21 .

In Kannadam, nÁ±u as a territory as contrasted with kÁ±u (forest) has been
used in the early literary works such as PampÁbhÁratÁ22 . NikaÆÔu works such
as HatÁyudhÁ23  and AbhinavabhidhÁnam24  enumerate nÁ±u as a territorial
division of land. From early inscriptions25  to the proverbs26  used in the country-
17 RaÉkanÁta RÁmÁyaÆÁ. Ayõ.123
18 SriÉkÁra NaisadhÁ 1-10
19 Àmukata MÁlyadÁ 4-285
20 Àndhra BhÁsÁrnavamu 2.7
21 It is learnt that N.T.Ramarao, the former Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh when he started
his political party wanted to call it as TeluÉku NÁÔu but finally settled down for TeluÉku Døsam.
However, there is another political party in Andhra known as Àndhra NÁÔu.
22“ Nada kada belasimbelasa visayantarala dol”- PampÁbhÁrata 1-54
23 HatÁyudhÁ-47.129
24 AbhinavabhidhÁnam 56.2
25 “indapayyam nadannaluttire purigerenada / sarataura a dayavadimbarumildu nadayise”EI.
XXI. 35-4
26 “nÁ±igibbaru arasaradare kø±u bappadu tappadu”
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side, we come across the usage of nÁ±u as a term to denote country. In
Kannadam, nÁ±u denoting countryside as contrasted with urban areas occurs
in day-to-day usages. Thus, the country salt is called nÁ±u uppu; country plough
is called nÁ±u nøgila.

In Malayalam, nÁÔu has a wider range of meaning such as ‘cultivated land’,
‘village’, ‘home’, ‘and kingdom ’,‘ province’, ‘heaven’, and ‘a smaller dis-
trict.’ A native is called nÁÔaù. NÁÔu finds place in many usages in Malayalam
such as nÁÔÔtukkÁraù.(a man from country-side) NÁÔÔukkÚÔÔam (country assem-
bly), nÁÔÔunaÔappu (country-custom), nÁÔÔÁnmÁ (chief of a village) and NÁÔuvÁºi
(Governor). A free spot on the top of any mountain-pass looking into low country
is called NÁÔukÁÆi, which by implication would show that nÁÔu is located at a
lower altitude in relation to hills and mountains but is located in the vicinity of
hills and mountains.

Malayalam is one language in which the term nÁÔu is used very often in day-to-
day conversations. NÁÔu evidø in Malayalam would mean, “Which is your na-
tive place?” whereas in modern Tamil it will not convey that sense. A Tamil
would rather ask enta Úru, to mean the same thing. Taking the names of the
places listed in Kørala SthalanÁmakõsham into account, among the Dravidian
speaking states in South India, we come across maximum number of nÁÔu suf-
fixed place names in Kerala only. Hill orientation of nÁÔu is evident in CaÆkam
literature itself. Kerala, which was known as Cøra country in ancient days, is a
mountainous region. Again, in Kerala the term nÁÔu is hardly used in the sense
of ‘nation’. In Malayalam, rÁstram (nation, country), Døsam (country),
Pradøsam (region), and RÁjyam (state) are the terms often used to denote larger
political units.

In order to further validate the kuéiñci (hill) orientation of nÁÔu we have plotted
the points of occurrence and density of occurrence on Indian maps, which may
be seen at Plate-1 and Plate-2. The maps indicate the concentration of nÁÔu suf-
fixed place names in hilly areas of Tamilnadu, Kerala and Karnataka and in the
hilly and forest areas of Bastar.

NÁ± as a territorial unit
NÁ± as a territorial division comprising of many villages is prevalent even now in the
Goorg region of Karnataka. Ùr (village) is the smallest and the most important of the
territorial groups and the nÁ± is the next bigger group. The number of villages in a
nÁ± in Kodagu area varies from nÁ± to nÁ±.  For example, Bengu nÁ±, Kadiyet nÁ±

27 M.N.Srinivas. Religion and Society Among The Goorgs of South India, Bombay: Asia
Publishing House, 1965, p.57
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and Mur nÁ± have under them eleven, sixteen and nine villages respectively27 .
The village headman is called Úr takka and the headman of the nÁ± is called nÁ±
takka. While each village has only one headman, a nÁ± can have more than one
headman, at times even up to seven. While an appeal lies from the decision of
the Ùr assembly to the nÁ± assembly, there are sÍmø (territory larger than nÁ±)
headmen who have precedence over the nÁ± headmen in a common gathering.
In that sense, nÁ± comes is positioned between the Úr (village) and sÍmø (larger
territory). However, usually nÁ± is culturally more homogeneous than a larger
division such as kompu and sÍmø (døsha), which include few nÁ±s within their
fold. The distinct identities of Úr and nÁ± as separate territorial units with social
implications can be appreciated, for there are different types of dances for Úr
and nÁ±, known as Úr kolu and nÁ± kolu respectively.

In Toda and Kota areas in Nilgiris, the na.± (pronounced as na.û in Kota and as
no.û in Toda) is an indigenous political division. The traditional divisions of
Nilgiri Hills are known as TodanÁ±, MekanÁ±, PeranganÁ±, KundahnÁ± and
WynÁ±.

The settlements of Malayali tribe situated in Pudur nÁÔu area of Jawadhu Hill,
Tamilnadu are called Úr headed by Úran and their territorial divisions are called
nÁÔu. A nÁÔu is headed by a nÁÔÔan. Above all the nÁÔÔans, there is a talaimai
nÁÔÔan (chief nÁÔÔan). Ùran and nÁÔÔan settle disputes within their respective
jurisdictions. Place names such as PuÉkampaÔÔunÁÔu, PutÚrnÁÔu and
NellivasainÁÔu are found in this area.

The territory of Mullukuruma tribe spread over Wayanad (Kerala) and the ad-
joining Gudalur Taluk (Tamilnadu) is divided into four units called as KÁranÁÔu,
KallunÁÔu, PÁkkanÁÔu and NarianÁÔu.28  Mullukurumas call their house pørai
and their settlement (village) vÍÔu. Hence, it is clear that the nÁÔu of Mullukurumas
is a larger territorial concept consisting of many settlements.

Among the Palians, each settlement is headed by a vÍÔukÁÆi, while a person
designated as nÁÔÔukÁÆi looks after specific duties pertaining to the secret mat-
ters of the community.29   Yeravas, who live in Mercara area of Karnataka, call
their settlement-level traditional head KunjukÁrÁ; the head of the larger area
council is called NÁ±ukÁrÁ.30

28Encyclopaedia of Dravidian Tribes Vol. II, Thiruvananthapuram :The International School of
Dravidian Linguistics, 1996, p276
29 Encyclopaedia of Dravidian Tribes Vol. II, Thiruvananthapuram: The International School of
Dravidian Linguistics, 1996, p300
30 Encyclopaedia of Dravidian Tribes Vol. II, op.cit, p373
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Cholanaikkas, who are known as ‘cave men of Kerala,’ live in rock shelters,
and their settlement is called kallu aºai. The structure of the community is on
the basis of territory and not on clan. The territorial division of Cholanaikkas is
called tsenmam and each tsenmam is subdivided into different nÁÔus, which is
demarcated by geographical markers and identified by specific names. 31  It is
pertinent to note that nÁÔu as an intermediate territorial concept prevails even
among a primitive tribal group that lives in caves.

NÁÔu as sub group name

The term nÁÔu is very often used to identify groups and sub groups of different
tribes and castes of southern India. ‘NÁÔu’ as a Tamil caste and ‘NÁÔuvan’ as a
sub group of Àyira Vaishyar were reported in 1881 Census.32  ‘Sembu nÁÔÔu’
and ‘Oru-nÁÔÔu’ are among the seven sub groups of Maravas, who live in Madurai
and Thirunelveli areas. ‘NÁÔÔu’ is recorded as a sub- group of Kaººans and the
Malayans of Cochin. ‘NÁÔÔu Samban’ is the name of a group of Paéaiyar com-
munity in Tamilnadu. ‘MølanÁÔu IruºÁ’ is one of the sub groups of Irula com-
munity in the same state.

‘NÁ±u Gau±a’ is a caste name in Karnataka. 1881 Census reports that ‘NÁ±ava’
was a Canarese caste name. ‘Mulka nÁdi’, ‘Aruvila nÁdi’ and ‘PÁka nÁdi’ are
the sub caste names among Brahmins in Andhra Pradesh. ‘NÁdua Sabar’ is a
community that lives in southern parts of Orissa.

Of the Kanikkars of Kerala, those who live in the hilly and forest areas are
called MalamkÁÆi and those who live in the periphery are called NÁÔÔukÁÆi. In
the similar manner, of the Malasars of Kerala, the group that lives in high moun-
tains and deep forests, is called Malai Malasar or Maha Malasar, whereas the
group that lives on the foothills and fringes of forests is called NÁÔÔu Malasar.
Malai Malasar consider themselves superior to NÁÔÔu Malasars.

Ullada is a tribal group in Kerala, which is divided into two sub groups namely,
Mala Ullada and NÁÔÔu Ullada. NÁÔÔilapadam is an exogamous lineage of
Paniyans of Kerala.

NÁé the variant

In Gondi, nÁé denotes ‘village’ and the oblique form that exposes the root is
31 Encyclopaedia of Dravidian Tribes Vol. II,  op.cit, p.36
32 K.S.Singh. Communities, Segments, Synonyms, Surnames and Titles (People of India Vol
VIII), Calcutta:  Anthropological Survey of India, 1996, p706
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nÁÔ-. Same is the case with Konda language. In Konda, nÁÔan means ‘pertain-
ing to a village’. The Konda usage nÁÔan reminds us of repeated use of nÁÔaù in
an identical sense in CaÆkam text.

NÁé the place name generic is widely in vogue in Gondi speaking areas of
Chhattishgarh (formerly part of Madhya Pradesh) and is actually a clear vari-
ant of NÁ± The interchangeability of‘±’ and ‘é’ as an allophonic variation can
be compounded through the fact that the Madia, a sub tribe name of the larger
Gond tribe, is also spelt as Maria. In the areas from Chandrapur district
(Maharastra) bordering Chhattishgarh, ‘r’ is alternatively used for‘d’   and hence
Madia or Maria are one and the same33 . In the similar manner, the Hill-Reddis
known as Kodku in Telugu speaking areas are called Korku in the adjoining
Hindi-speaking areas. The fact that in Gondi, nÁé means only a small territorial
unit like village and not a bigger unit like region or country can be known from
the songs of Raj Gonds of Adilabad documented by C.F. Haimendorf34 . These
songs also show that the place name generic nÁé is used, with or without eu-
phonic ‘u’ as in the case of nÁÔu and nÁÔ. The fact that nÁé is nothing but nÁÔ can
be further established, for in the Gond songs the nÁÔ occurs as the oblique form
of nÁé. While the term nÁé is used to denote village, the village –mother (god-
dess) is called nÁÔen auwa.

In Bhamragad areas populated by Madia Gonds, we come across place names
with nÁé as suffix such as, GopanÁé, IrpanÁé, ItalnÁé, MarahnÁé, ParainÁé, ReknÁé.
Madia Gonds being a Dravidian speaking tribe, the Dravidian nexus of nÁé is
obvious.

Considering the fact that nÁé as a variant of nÁÔ occurs mostly in the Gondi
speaking areas, this author made a search for nÁé suffixed place names in the
Gond heartland of Bastar in Chhattishgarh and found as many as 235 such
place names, which are enlisted at Annexure-6.

The place names such as CholnÁé, KulanÁé, VainÁé, MalnÁé Mul nÁé TekanÁé,
ParalnÁé ToynÁé, KodnÁé, EdanÁé BayanÁé (VayanÁé), IrpanÁé, NelnÁé, TalnÁé,
PalnÁé, MurkinÁé, EaramnÁé, KoynÁé, Ul nÁé, WayanÁé found in Bastar provide
an interesting insight into ancient migrations of Dravidians when compared
with the nÁÔ and nÁÔu ending place names in existence in the southern states
like Kerala and Tamilnadu.

33 S.G.Deogaonkar. The Madia of Bhamragad, Delhi: Inter India Publications,1982, p.3
34 In this song a man offers to take a girl to his country saying “nawa toro dang, nawa døsune.
The girl in turn asks the name of his village saying, niwa nÁr bade dddara?. Here the term døsu
is used to denote country and nar for village. See. C.F.Haimendorf. The Raj Gonds of Adilabad,
London: Macmillan &Co., Ltd, 1948, p.424
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Abujh Marhias are one of the most primitive Dravidian tribal groups living in
Chhatishgarh. MurnÁé, NelnÁé TopnÁé, TodunÁé MangnÁé are among the names
of villages of Abujh Marihias.

The fact that we come across as many as 235 villages with nÁé as suffix in the
district of Bastar would prove that nÁé as a place name generic stands for a
small tract of land or for individual settlements only. The semantic boundaries
of nÁÔu might have changed in highly evolved languages such as Tamil,
Kannadam, etc. However, for the Gonds of Bastar, nÁé continues to be their
good old village.

Shailaja S.Deogankar suggests a Sanskrit origin to the suffix nÁé and considers
the name to have been derived from Nagar.35  In view of the fact that nÁé suf-
fixed village names are obtained even from the areas inhabited by the most
primitive group of Abujh Marias, and considering the fact that some of those
place names match with nÁÔ \ nÁÔu suffixed place names found in other Dravidian
speaking areas of the south, and on the strength of the fact that nÁéu as a term to
denote village is used widely in Gondi language and in Gondi folk songs, this
author is inclined to hold nÁé and nÁéu to be the clear variants of nÁÔ and nÁÔu
respectively.

NÁju, a variant of NÁÔu

In Kui language spoken by the Khonds of Phulbani district and adjoining areas in the
state of Orissa, nÁju denotes ‘village’ and its plural form is nÁska. In oblique form nÁju
becomes nÁÔo and nÁÔoki means ‘towards home’, ‘to the village’. NÁÔo in Kui denotes
village as contrasted with fields or forest and the term nÁÔo also means home. Khonds
call their village deity NÁju Pønnu.  Hence, the nexus between nÁju and nÁÔu is obvious.
In Phulbani district alone, we come across 16 place names with the suffix, nÁju. The
names are: JarginÁju, KudanÁju, DamanganÁju, KalinÁju, BadenÁju, KambinÁju (2),
PadinÁju Gosa nÁju PanganÁju MundanÁju PilinÁju KambanÁju BurbinÁju and GajinÁju.
In the adjoining district of Ganjam, we come across a village called RamanÁju.

In the Niamgiri Hills of Orissa, lives a tribal group called Dongria Kondh, in
whose dialect the term nÁyu denotes village. MuthÁ is the social division
formed on the basis of clan affiliation, and compared to nÁyu, a larger divi-
sion. NÁÔaka is one of the clan names of Dongria Kondhs. Though the term
nÁyu (the Kondhs of the neighbouring Phulbani district pronounce this as
nÁju ) is used to denote village, it has not been used as a toponymic material

35 S.G.Deogaonkar. op.cit.p59
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in any of the village names of Niamgiri Hills, either as suffix or as prefix.

NÁÆ±u, a variant of NÁÔu

Dhurwas, a tribal group, who speak a Dravidian tongue namely Parji, live in
Bastar area of Chhattishgarh as well as in the neighbouring Nawarangpur dis-
trict of Orissa. NÁÆ±, Palli, Racha, Gu±a are place name generics used by
Dhurwas. Every village in Dhurwa tracts is referred to by Dhurwas by distinct
terms of their own as against the official designations. (Kidar Nath Thusu
1968:2). Thus what is known as Badampal, Bankpal, Ellangnar, Ganjenar,
Kinderwada and Tahakwada are designated as KidianÁÆ±, VenuknÁÆ±,
ElubnÁÆ±, KainÁÆ±, TinarnÁÆ± and Tawa nÁÆ± in that order.36   In Parji, elub
means ‘white ants’ and thus the place name ElubnÁÆ± means ‘white ant vil-
lage’. Then the question arises as to whether we can consider the suffix nÁÆ± as
a variant of nÁÔ \ nÁÔu, and if so, on what basis.

Early Telugu inscriptions provide us with evidence to prove that nÁÆ± \ nÁÆ±u
are nothing but the variants of nÁÔ \ nÁÔu (with and without euphonic ‘u’) with
the same meaning. RenÁÆ± as a place name occurs in TippalÚru inscription
(625-650 A.D), and in Velligallu inscription (825 A.D). The place name RenÁÆ±
acquires euphonic ‘u’ and appears as RenÁÆ±u in MalepÁdu inscription (725
A.D) and in Kõsinapaººi inscription (925 A.D). In PalnÁ±u inscription (641
A.D), the place name PalnÁ±u is alternatively called as PallinÁÆ±i.
MancikondanÁÆ±u is a place name mentioned in Koravi inscription of Nalkonda
district. There are inscriptional evidences for the usage of the territorial name
VeÉkinÁÆ±u.37   Hence it is clear that nÁÆ±u as a place name generic was an
intermediate territorial concept under a larger unit called Døsam. Besides, nÁ±u
> nÁÆ±u interchange can be explained through the Tamil parallels such as
kÚÔu>kÚÆÔu; pÚÔu>pÚÆÔu.

The search results for nÁ±u, nÁ± ending place names and  the cluster and den-
sity maps of such occurrences discussed earlier indicate a strong hill orienta-
tion and a tribal connection. Such place names do occur even in the areas where
Dravidian languages are not being spoken. Keeping the main objective of this
paper in mind, we are not going to discuss all such occurrences in detail in
terms of current demography and ancient migrations, etc. However, it is perti-
nent to note that such occurrences do not occur in isolation or without a basis.
For example, in Gujarat and Rajasthan, where such generics are found, lives a

36 Kidar Nath Thusu. The Dhurwa of Bastar, Calcutta : Anthropological Survey of India, 1968,
pp2-3
37 A.R.Ep. 1915, No A3, Dated 719 to 755 A.D; EP. Ind. Vol XXVIII, pp. 41ff, Dated 849 A.D
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tribal group called Bhils, considered to be of Dravidian origin. Again the oc-
currence of nÁ±u,  nÁ± suffixed village names in Uttar Pradesh, particularly in
the hilly areas and Tarai region, needs to be viewed concurrently with the knowl-
edge that a Dravidian speaking tribal group namely Jhankar  exists in the
neighbouring Nepal. In Pithorgarh district, we come across Chami nÁ±u as a
place name. In the same district, Chami occurs as a mono-word place name.
Hence, nÁ±u in ChaminÁ±u being a suffix would be obvious. Malan nÁ±u, Gaidali
nÁ±u are the other place names in the same district of Pithorgarh, where we find
a typical Dravidian place name generic Ku±i occurring as a mono-word place
name.

II

The Conceptual Basis and Etymology of nÁÔu

The above account will bring home the following facts on nÁÔu. NÁÔu and its
established variants occur in almost all Dravidian languages to denote an area
where people do cultivation and set up their homes. As a territorial unit in
political and administrative sense, nÁÔu in the present day context connotes
different meanings in different Dravidian languages. In highly evolved Dravidian
languages such as Tamil, Kannadam, Telugu and Malayalam, the semantic
boundary of the term has been extended to cover larger territorial areas, par-
ticularly in Tamil, in which terms such as Aikkiya nÁÔu (United Nations) and
Veºi nÁÔu (foreign nation) have been coined. In languages like Kui, nÁyu or
nÁju (variants of nÁÔu) means a village. For Gondi speaking people, nÁr is
simply a village or at the most a group of villages. There is a primitive Dravidian
tribe namely Maler in Bihar, for whom nÁÔu would not even mean a village but
just a ‘planted stone representing a benevolent spirit’. There are some castes
and tribes to whom nÁÔu provides specific sub-group identity. In spite of these
variations, there are some connecting threads that point towards certain com-
mon grounds. These variations seem to have been dictated by ecological, cul-
tural and political factors confronted by them during the course of history and
pre-history. The association of nÁÔu with cultivation, fertility, establishment of
habitats, emergence of social and political organizations and their allied con-
cepts like equity, friendly coexistence, etc. comes out at varying degrees from
within the societies, which have nÁÔu as a place name generic and as a territo-
rial concept. This calls for a detailed study of the underlying concept of the
term.

What could then be the basis of the term nÁÔu? Let us try within the known
semantic boundaries of the term. NÁÔu means ‘cultivated land’ in many a
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Dravidian language.

The stages of economic life, therefore, as represented by hunting, pas-
toralism, nomadic or intermittent agriculture govern types of habita-
tions, human circulations and cultural patterns. It is the adequacy and
stability of food-supply in relation to population which determines
whether a primitive tribe lives closely together in permanent habita-
tions or roams about in small bands.38

When man was hunting around and gathering food, he was always on the move.
There was no settled life; no established social norms and there were no perma-
nent habitats. Even semi-nomadic pastoralists had their own share of uncer-
tainties. The megalithic cultures marked by the use of iron tools, full-scale
agriculture and permanent central villages brought in a new order. Food gath-
ering meant collection of fruits, roots and meat from the world around man.
Agriculture meant producing what was needed for consumption.  Domestica-
tion of wild crops involved collection of seeds, raising of nursery and planting
the seedlings. This called for effort and labour. Seeking suitable lands, clearing
forests and making the ground suitable for cultivation were the primary tasks.
Desire to have a settled and stable life was the bottom line and the motivating
factor. In Tamil as well as several other Dravidian languages, nÁÔu as a verb
means ‘to seek’, ‘to probe’. In CaÆkam poetry, the expressions such as nÁÔa,
nÁÔitu, nÁÔar, nÁÔi, nÁÔin, nÁÔum, nÁÔal have often been used in the above sense.
In Tamil, the term nÁÔÔam has three meanings, ‘eyes’ ‘desire’ and ‘astrology’.
Connectivity between seeing and desiring; and between desiring and probing
is obvious.

The most important aspect that differentiates the settled agriculture from the
primitive horticulture and seed- broadcasting- based primitive shifting cultiva-
tion is the act of planting involved in agriculture and its absence in the former.
In several Dravidian languages including Tamil, naÔu as a verb denotes ‘to set
up’ (as a pillar, pole, etc.), ‘to plant’, ‘to establish’. In CaÆkam poetry, the
expression karumpu naÔu pÁti meaning ‘a field planted with sugarcane’ has
been used as a simile. The verbal root naÔu has been used in its adjective form
in expressions such as naÔÔa kuÔi, naÔÔa kal, naÔÔa viyaù kaºam and as an adverb
in the expression, ciùai cuéaviù kõÔu naÔÔu.

It is pertinent to note that in Kannadam, na±u (naÔÔ-) and ne±u (neÔÔ-) mean ‘to
fix firmly’, ‘stick or fix in the ground’, while nÁÔu, nÁÆÔu mean ‘to get within’,
‘enter’, ‘fix in the ground’. The word nÁÔu denotes ‘planting’; nÁÔisu means ‘to
38 Radhakamal Mukerjee. .Man and His Habitation, Lucknow: Longman’s Green & Co,
Lucknow University, 1940, p15-16
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cause’, ‘to enter’, and ‘to plant’. This would prove the functional nexus be-
tween naÔu and nÁÔu. As additional evidence, we can cite the Telugu usages
naÔÔu-konu meaning ‘to be settled’, nÁÔu meaning ‘enter’ and nÁÔu-konu denot-
ing ‘to become fixed’. If we consider nÁÔu to have been based on naÔu, we can
strengthen the argument with a similar parallel, keÔu>køÔu, that happens due to
lengthening of the initial vowel, which is a normal feature in Dravidian lan-
guages.

NÁÔu as a verb in Kannadam denotes ‘to fix on the ground’, ‘to set’, ‘to plant’.
The word na±u also means the same. This explains the nexus between na±u
and nÁÔu.

At the 1901Census, nearly 12000 individuals identified themselves as nÁÔÔan
in Tamilnadu (then Madras). Almost all of them came from Salem area and
were cultivators (E.Thurston vol v p 249). It may be noted that of all districts in
Tamilnadu, Salem has the maximum of 19 villages with nÁÔu suffixed place
names. The association of the designation NÁÔÔan with the cultivating castes
will prove the nexus between the term nÁÔu and the concept of settled agricul-
ture.

Again, nÁÔu as a place name material is entirely missing from the very primi-
tive Dravidian tribes, who still live in caves and live on hunting and food gath-
ering. Malamuthan, Malapandaram, Chenchu, and Maler are among the tribes
who do not have nÁÔu as a place name. In general, the tribes whose primary
source of sustenance is hunting and food gathering and shifting cultivation in
contrast to settled agriculture, seem not to be having nÁÔu as a place name
generic.

Tiruvaººuvar, the author of the ancient Tamil work Tirukkuéal, indicates—
through a perfect play of words nÁÔu the verb and nÁÔu, the noun— the underly-
ing element of seeking, desiring and putting efforts to increase productivity in
order to ensure food security as the key foundation of the term nÁÔu (in verb
function) that leads to the establishment of nÁÔu (in noun function). In the cou-
plet NÁÔenpa nÁÔÁ vaºattaùa nÁÔalla / nÁÔa vaºantarum nÁÔu, the poet sets the
standard for what should be called an ideal country. He says that a country is
the country which gives wealth without being sought and that a country is not
a country which gives wealth on being sought. This poetic expectation exposes
the nexus between the act of seeking and the concept of nÁÔu.

nÁÔu in the context of habitation

In the study of nÁÔu as a toponymical material, of all its semantic dimensions,
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its usage as a term to denote ‘village’ ‘settlement’ stands out as  the most sig-
nificant one. As we have seen, nÁÔu or its variants as a place name generic
occur in almost all the Dravidian languages except among certain very primi-
tive tribal groups. The genesis of the term in the context of establishment of
villages in the remote past and its evolution as a place name generic may be
examined in order to get useful insight into the subject.

The term nÁÔu as a verb means, in Tamil, ‘to seek’, ‘inquire after’, ‘pursue’,
‘examine’, ‘investigate’, ‘desire’, ‘earnestly’, ‘know’, and ‘understand.’ In
Malayalam, nÁÔuka means, ‘to follow with eyes’, ‘to seek’; in Tulu nÁ±uni
means ‘to search, ‘seek.’ In the context of establishment of new villages, the
acts of seeking, searching, inquiring, probing and examining are fundamental.

 The aborigines selected the sites for their habitats with great care. Apart from
the considerations of availability of water, possibility of subsistence, require-
ments of their religion and cultural life which enjoined them to maintain their
relationships with their dead ancestors and their clan and family spirits were
also taken into account. Founding a new village was not a mechanical job. The
primitive faiths and beliefs played a key role in the process. Even now, the role
played by the clan priests of various Dravidian tribes in identifying suitable
sites to establish new villages is noticeable. The link between the concept of
founding a new village and the primitive religion can be understood from the
fact that among Konda Reddis, the pÚjÁri who is associated with tasks such as
identification of suitable site by means of divination is generally a descendent
of the founder of the original village. This author has witnessed such process
among the Kondhs of Koraput region of Orissa.

The following observation regarding the method being adopted by Kolams of
Andhra Pradesh provides an example to prove the role of nÁÔu (seeking, exam-
ining) in the formation of nÁÔu (village).

…before selecting a site for habitation, Kolams conduct a simple test
to find out whether particular place is auspicious or not. On any auspi-
cious day the village priest places a small heap of sonna (Sorghum
vulgare) grains in the evening and goes back to their places. Next
morning they go to the place and observe the heap of sonna grains. If
this heap is found undisturbed, Kolams consider the place is auspi-
cious and erect a stone in memory of their village deity called
NÁ±iammÁ or BuriavvÁ39

39K.Mohan Rao. The Kolams-a Primitive Tribe in Transition. Booklinks Corporation,
Hyderabad, 1990:p.84
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Among the people belonging to Soliga tribe, the elderly men desirous of mov-
ing to a new settlement site make their tentative choice and wait for a positive
omen and then only the site will be finalized. It is significant to note that the
primitive tribes have a habit of shifting their settlement often from one place to
another on various pretexts. When they move to a new location they carry
along with them their belief and faith system, customs, collective memories
and the protection of their ancestral spirits. Then, there has to be continuity.
The location may be new but the community is old; the concept is old. Hence,
the descendant of the founder of the old village now takes up the task of iden-
tifying and establishing the new site in the capacity of pÚjÁri. Thus, among
Konda Reddis, when a new village is established, the founder’s house is erected
first and the first fire is kindled in his house by friction of two bamboos.

Divination using grains, looking for omen, etc. are the methods adopted by
most of the Dravidian tribes. Divination using grain and water was a cultural
practice recorded by CaÆkam poets. Omen seeking was prevalent during the
CaÆkam Age. In Tamil, the act of seeking astrological prediction is called nÁÔi.
Seeking a suitable site through physical inspection and testing the site through
divination and omens being the core aspects of the process of establishing new
settlement, we may have valid reason to consider nÁÔu (seeking and testing) to
be the basis of nÁÔu (village).

While discussing nÁÔu in the context of cultivation, we touched upon naÔu as
verb. Now, in the context of nÁÔu as a habitation concept we may examine naÔu
as a verb and its place in the concept of nÁÔu, the village.

In the process of establishing new villages, fixing of stone has a strong ritual
relevance and symbolism. It has a spiritual significance and holds functional
importance.

Dongria Khonds of Orissa, while establishing a new village, as a first step, fix
a stone as a token of their possession of the area and then establish their houses.
In village Kambesi in Niamgiri Hills, a stone thus fixed hundreds of years ago
still stands there close to ku±i the community house.40  It is not just a stone that
was fixed; it serves as a symbol of continuity, a thread that connects them with
their ancestral spirits and benevolent gods. Ancient Dravidians had the habit of
establishing stones in the memory of ancestral spirits and gods. Even in the
fields, where primitive farming was practiced, such stones were established.
The Oraon tribe of Bihar calls such spirit-stones as nÁd-khall. The benevolent
spirits of Maler represented by erected stones are called nÁdu or nÁde. The

40 P.K.Nayak. Blood, Women and Territory. Reliance, New Delhi, Publishing House, 1989,
p.118
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nÁd-khall of Oraon and nÁdu of Maler remind us of naÔukal worship of ancient
Tamils, meticulously documented in CaÆkam corpus.  Tamils of the CaÆkam
Age believed that worship of naÔukal would bring rains whereas Malers under-
take nÁdu worship in their Khallu land (shifting cultivation field), praying for
fertility. The method of nÁdu worship among Malers is marked by symbolic
wash with water, application of vermillion, offering of flower, decoration with
peacock feather, offering of brewed liquor, and blood by sacrificing animals
etc. This matches, in a remarkable manner, with the method of naÔukal worship
detailed in CaÆkam literature.

In CaÆkam literature, we come across the use of naÔu in adjective form i.e
naÔÔa. The expression, teùùavaù tollicai naÔÔa kuÔi means, ‘the settlement (or
clan) that established the reputation and glory of Pandyas’. This brings home
the association between establishment of clan based settlements and establish-
ment of reputation that marks continuity and stability. If we read the expres-
sion naÔÔakuÔi against the background of tribal system of establishing new settle-
ment with symbolic planting of stone, the concept would become clear. In
CaÆkam literature, the terms naÔÔavar, naÔÔor have often been used to denote
‘friendly folk’. In Tamil, naÔpu means ‘friendship’. It is pertinent to note that in
ancient days the villages were uni-clan in terms of demographic composition.
Multi-clan settlements were a later development. This system is even now in
currency among the primitive tribal groups. The term naÔÔavar can be literally
translated as ‘those who planted (a stone or pillar)’. Establishing a new settle-
ment is a collective action of a community with a common agenda; they are
expected to share a cohesive common social ground. Lineage and totemic clan
unity was the governing principle. Hence, the nexus between terms such as
naÔpu (friendship), naÔÔavar (friendly people) on the one hand and the act of
planting (naÔutal) on the other is obvious.

The terms naÔu, nÁÔu and the principle of middle

In Tamil as well as in Malayalam, the term naÔu as a noun denotes ‘middle’, ‘center’,
‘waist’ and ‘equity’; naÔuvaÆ means ‘in the centre’ and naÔuvaù denotes ‘judge’, ‘arbi-
ter.’ In Kannadam, na±u denotes, ‘middle’, ‘centre’ and ‘waist.’ In Telugu, na±u means
‘middle’ and ‘waist.’ While the Kodagu term na±u denotes ‘middle’ ‘centre’ the same
word in Tulu means ‘waist’, ‘loins’ and the sense of ‘middle’, ‘central’ is conveyed as
naÔÔa in Tulu language. The terms naév, noéf, na±um, naéum, naéub, na±±um are used
to denote ‘middle’, ‘centre’ in Kota, Toda, Kolami, Naiki, Parji and Gondi respectively.

There seems to be a conceptual link between the verb function of naÔu and its noun
function. And, this nexus seems to have been woven through the process of civilization
that resulted in the formation of social organizations such as family, kinship, clan; politi-
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cal organizations such as village and country and other concepts related to adminis-
tration and dispensation of justice.
Let us probe the significance of ‘middle’ expressed through the noun naÔu in
the context of our immediate concern, i.e human habitat (nÁÔu). A cluster of
houses makes a settlement. The ‘middle’ in the spatial and functional sense
constitutes the core in the art and science of primitive house-building. The
most primitive houses were circular in shape and in turn the settlement itself
was circular. Forming of circular shape habitats came into existence in the
evolutionary process of social formation at a very early stage, when man came
down from his rock-shelters of overhanging ledges to have tree shelters. The
typical camps of primitive tree-dwellers were generally organized in a circle or
oval involving six to twelve shelters41 . The concept of round houses and circu-
lar settlement continued in primitive farming societies as well. Even now, in
many primitive villages in Chota Nagpur, huts are found arranged in a circle
with the doors facing the open space at the center, which is kept clean as a place
of assembly, feasting and dancing. A pole is planted at that central place and
the pole is ornamented at the top with branches of grass or with the peacock or
jungle cock feathers.42   The observation of Radhakamal Mukerjee on the round
formation of habitats would be relevant here.

The round formation is the natural arrangement of defense as discern-
ible in many gregarious mammals. Herds of cattle and elephants when
attacked form themselves in a circle with the calves in the middle.
Apart from the grouping for defense the round village is the replica of
camp-fire round which early men gathered for feasting and corroboree
and which needs protection from wind even more than them. 43

For a primitive tribesman, fixing the central pole is the first step in the con-
struction of a house. Apart from the ritual significance, the functional impor-
tance of the central pole is logical for its role as a weight- bearing pole in the
circular design.

Among the Dhurwas of Bastar, erecting of the central pole is the first and fore-
most step in the construction of new house. (Kidar Nath Thusu, 1968:33)

This author during his field visit to the districts of Visakhapatnam and East
Godavari of Andhra Pradesh saw many circular shaped sheds, which were used
as cattle-sheds, had a central pole fixed in the middle.

41 C.Daryll Forde. Habitat, Economy and Society. p
42 Radhakamal Mukerjee op.cit.p131
43 Ibid P 132
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During the course of evolution, the circular houses gave way to the rectangular
and square houses as the forest-based primitive economy matured into a river-
side agrarian economy. Even then, the ritual significance of central pole in the
construction of houses continued, and to be precise, still continues.

This author during his field visit to Tokuru village in Ananthagiri mandal of
Visakhapatnam district witnessed the construction work of a house in progress.
The head of the household, Badavam Nandu, belonged to the Kotia tribe and
the house, though not a circular one, had a central pole, which had been fixed
ritually as the first step in house building. Given the rectangular shape of this
house, the central pole did not have a weight-bearing role, still it commanded
respect in a ritual sense, probably as a remnant of earlier primitive practice. At
the time of fixing the central pole, the head of the family had poured grains and
flowers, as a ritual offering into the hole in which the central pole is fixed.

The Konda-Reddis of Northern Hills in Godavari region, while building a new
house, or rebuilding an old one, put some millet into the hole, which is to take
the centre- post known as ni±ram, so that the house shall stand firm.44

Central pole stands for stability. In Kannadam, the central pole is called
na±ukamba and the head of the family or the most important person of the
household is considered the pillar of the house. He is metaphorically called
na±umaùe kamba, literally meaning ‘middle-house pole’. CaÆkam poetry iden-
tifies the central area of the house as maùai naÔu 45 .

The central portion of the house has some symbolic significance relating to fertility.
There are a few Dravidian communities in which the central room of the house is
used only by the man and his wife for sleeping together. This should be seen from the
primitive viewpoint of designating things with a sense of ‘space’ in mind. In human
anatomy, the middle portion i.e waist is called naÔu in Tamil, Malayalam, Telugu and
Kannadam. In Tulu, na±u, na±upulu means ‘waist’, ‘loins.’ In Gondi, naéi-mursÚl
means waist and mursul-naéi means loins. Within the family the middle son is iden-
tified as na±uvala in Kannadam and as naÔuvuºÁù in Tamil. This author met one
Konda Reddi man namely Valla Na±ipi Kannam Reddi in Tummileru Pochavaram
village in Bhadrachalam area of Andhra Pradesh and na±ipi in his name reveals that
he is the ‘middle son’ of his parents. Even in designating the exogamous divisions of
the Kota, the special or sequential sense of middle is conveyed, for the central one of
the three divisions is called naéy ke.r.

44 V.F.Haimendorf. The Reddis of Bison Hills, London, Macmillan, 1945, pp53-54
45 NaééiÆai 115;6
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As noted earlier, the term naÔu also denotes equity. The judge or the arbiter is called
naÔuvaù in Tamil. What is the basis of this? The answer lies with some of the
most primitive Dravidian tribes. In Tummileru Pochavaram village inhabited
by Konda Reddi tribe, this author saw a stone bench at the middle of the vil-
lage, where community disputes are resolved. In CaÆkam Tamil, the expres-
sion naÔuniùéu denotes the act of mediating.46  Translated literally, this means
‘standing in the middle’. The concept of unbiased conflict resolution might
have, in the primitive days, involved the physical standing at the middle in an
open place as a symbolic position for transparency and equity. Even now in
rural areas the traditional administration of justice involving village head like
nÁÔÔÁÆmaikkÁrar takes place in the middle of the village. Many tribal
settlements are designed in such a way leaving an open space in the
middle for transacting community affairs including conflict resolution.
In olden days, the images of the village deities were installed in the
middle of the village. Standing in the middle would amount to adminis-
ter justice keeping the deity as the witness, hence expected to be fair.
Thus, the principle of justice called naÔuvu and the judge or mediator
called naÔuvar have a spatial significance i.e. middle. One more inter-
pretation of the term naÔu in the context of administration of justice is
possible. Sun worship is considered the most ancient and the fountain
head of all primitive religions. Sun is worshipped as the Supreme God
by many Dravidian tribes. Apart from being the symbol of fertility and
fecundity, Sun, the ever-seeing orb is considered the symbol of truth
and contract, and oaths are taken keeping the Sun as the witness. CaÆkam
literature figuratively describes the noon as erikatir ñÁyiéu naÔu niùéu
kÁytaliù. In this, the Sun is described as standing in the middle. The
tradition of administering justice at the central place as a symbol of trans-
parency could be a cultural remnant of a primitive practice of keeping
the Sun as the witness while deciding things and making promises. It is
relevant to note that in Tamil, Yama, the lord of the death and the lord
who rewards and punishes, is called naÔuvaù,  and the term also denotes
‘judge’, ‘arbiter’ and ‘umpire.’ 47  The very act of rendering justice is
called naÔucceytal in Tamil.48  Besides, expressions such as naÔÔuttirppu
(just decision, divine judgment); naÔunilai (equity, unbiased mediation);
naÔuvaéuttal (to judge as an umpire) further establish the undeniable
link between the term naÔu and the dispensation of justice. 49

46 Akananuru-25, See. Somasundaranar, P.V, (Urai), 1970.Cennai: Tirunelvøli Teùùintiya Caiva
CittÁnta NÚrpatippuk Kaãakam. pp, 99-100
47 Tamil Lexicon, Vol. IV, University of Madras, 1982, p.2144
48 Tamil Lexicon, Vol. IV, University of Madras, 1982, p.2142
49 Tamil Lexicon, Vol. IV, op.cit, pp 2143-44
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NaÔu (middle) and naÔÔa naÔu (very middle):

The above account shows the place of naÔu (middle) and naÔu (to plant, to fix)
in the concept of nÁÔu (village, cultivable land) that resulted through the pro-
cess of nÁÔu (desire, seek). But the beauty of the term lies in the role played by
naÔu (to fix) in the making of naÔu (middle) itself.

While naÔu denotes middle in Tamil and several other Dravidian languages, the
meaning of accurate middle that is ‘the very middle’ is expressed as naÔÔa naÔu
in Tamil and Kannadam and as naÔÔa naÔumu in Telugu. What is naÔÔa naÔu? If
one shows a circle and asks us to identify the middle (naÔu), we can try and
identify the middle, but that can only be an approximate one. If we have to
know the absolute or accurate middle (naÔÔa naÔu), we can do so only by fixing
a stick at a point and draw a circle by a connected thread. The point at which the
stick is fixed can be identified as the very middle, naÔÔa naÔu, which literally
means ‘planted middle’. In a circle, radius is equal to half the length of diam-
eter. The accurate middle point of the diameter is the accurate middle of the
circle and this cannot be arrived at without fixing a point. This proves the deep-
rooted connection between naÔu (to fix) the verb and naÔu (middle) the noun.

The argument that the terms naÔu (middle) and nÁÔu (place, village) have
an intimate nexus can be further strengthened by a circumstantial evi-
dence. In Telugu, nÁÔu apart from denoting a ‘place’ also means ‘day’.
Depending on the context, the listener has to comprehend whether the
expression nÁtu means ‘day’ or ‘place’. Thus in Telugu, ÍnÁtu means
‘today’. Here as well, the sense of the term nÁÔu to denote ‘day’ seems
to have been derived from naÔu, the center. In Tamil, naº means ‘middle’;
naººiravu means ‘midnight’ and naÆpakal (naº>naÆ) means ‘midday’.
As in the case of ‘space’, in the context of ‘time’ as well, the ‘very
midnight’ is conveyed through naÔÔa naÔu iravu.  The time of the day
when Sun is at the mid-sky right over the head is called noon (naÆpakal).
CaÆkam literature describes the noon as erikatir ñÁyiéu naÔu niùéu
kÁytaliù. In this, the Sun is described to be standing at the middle. Hence,
the term nÁº (day) might have had its origin in naº (middle). And, naº
might have become nÁº through lengthening of initial vowel as in the
case of naÔu > nÁÔu. The root of the word is exposed in the plural form
nÁÔkaº meaning ‘days’. In Tamil, naÔÔam conveys the sense of being
vertical. ‘Standing still’ is called naÔÔamÁka niééal. Fixing and keeping
a pole vertical is called nÁÔÔutal. Thus, we have reason to believe that
the term nÁÔu to denote ‘day’ might have had a conceptual relationship
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with the idea of sun’s rise and its position, for the day means basically
the time during which sun light is available.
The association of center, verticality, etc. with the concept of nÁÔu can be fur-
ther established through nÁÆ±u, which we have already discussed as another
variant of the term nÁÔu. In Tamil, the expression, nÁnÔukoÆÔÁù means ‘hang-
ing oneself’ (used while referring to the act of committing suicide by hanging
oneself). In this, nÁÆÔu literally means ‘becoming vertical’. Hence, it is clear
that the terms such as nÁÔu, nÁÆÔu have an association with the concept of middle
and verticality. Verticality itself is the outcome of being fixed at the middle.

NÁdu of Maler tribe

Having studied various semantic dimensions of the term nÁÔu, we need to esti-
mate the origin of the term. Here, a clear understanding of the usage of the term
nÁdu among Malers, though the term is not used as a place name generic among
them, will be useful.

Maler is a lesser known primitive hill tribe of isolated Rajmahal Plateau in
Bihar. Malers speak a Dravidian tongue called Malto. NÁdu in Malto denotes
‘a planted stone’. In the context of Maler religion, the benevolent spirits repre-
sented by stones are called NÁdu50 .  According to DED nÁde in Malto means ‘a
stone set up in the name of a deity’ and nÁdo means ‘relating to deity’51 .

Malers still practice slash-and burn cultivation in their Khallu fields on hill slopes
and it will not be out of the place to mention that in Kurukh language spoken by
Oraons, another Dravidian tribe of Bihar, nÁd-khall means ‘any field where an
idol has been set up’. The spiritual world of Maler is dominated by four types of
spirits broadly classified as Gossaiyan (benevolent spirit), Jiwe urkkya (spirits of
ancestors of recent past), Alchi (evil spirits) and Chergani (supernatural power of
a witch or witch craft).52  However, our interest in the present context is confined
to the names of some benevolent spirits known as Chal NÁdu, Kanhaiya NÁdu,
Raksi NÁdu and Singpati NÁdu and Khutti NÁdu. In Maler religious system, the
gods and benevolent spirits represented by stone are identified with the suffix
‘nÁdu’. It is relevant to note that in Kurukh (Oraon) language, nÁd means devil,
evil spirit and idol; nÁdas means ‘devil worshipper.’

50 Vidyarthi L.P The Maler, Calcutta, Bookland, 1963,p.143
51 T.Burrow and M.B.Emeneau. A Dravidian Etymological Dictionary, New Delhi, 1998, 3018
p242
52 Vidyarthi  L.P, op.cit. p11
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This author is of the opinion that the term nÁdu that denotes gods and spirits
represented by stones or stone pillars is essentially based on the Dravidian verb
naÔu i.e ‘to plant’. As we have seen earlier, in Malto all the benevolent spirits
represented by stones, bamboos, wooden frames, rivers, planets, etc. are known
as Gossaiyan, which is a generic name. While celestial bodies such as sun,
moon and stars are known as Beru Gossayan, Bilpu Gossaiyan and Bindke
Gossaiyan respectively and earth god as Eggo pacho and sky god as Godda-
Jama, the suffix nÁdu seems to have been reserved for those spirits represented
by stones such as Chal NÁdu, Raksi NÁdu, etc. The expression nÁd-khall in
Kurukh, as well as the specific names such as Chal NÁdu in Malto reveals the
intimate nexus of the term with the act of ‘setting up a stone’. Being rooted to
the ground seems to be the key. It is pertinent to note that in Maler villages, a
person assigned with certain spiritual and social responsibility uses nÁdo as the
title, which forms a part of his name. Unlike most of the Dravidian languages,
in Maler, the term nÁdu is not used to connote a village or territorial unit. This
may be because the use of the term to mean a planted stone in spiritual context
was ancient to the founding of settled villages.

Ancestor worship is at the core of Maler religion. The practice of ancestor
worship and planted stones representing benevolent spirits in Maler area re-
mind us of naÔu kal (set-up stone) worship vividly described in CaÆkam poetry.
The valiant heroes, whose memory was perpetuated by establishing stones in
their honour, were called kaÔavul (god) in ancient Tamil country.53  The facts
that the people developed a sense of fear mixed with respect at the sight of such
heroic stones and such stones were worshipped as clan deities or as local gods
have sufficiently been accounted for in CaÆkam literature.54  The Maler prac-
tice of treating the ‘spirit stones’ as gods and their fear for such spirits; their
method of worship and offering of sacrifice to such stones would remind us of
the CaÆkam tradition. Malers habit of offering flowers, alcoholic liquor and
sacrificial meat to the nÁdu remind us of the identical practice recorded in
CaÆkam poetry. The photograph of Rakshi NÁdu (spirit stone) provided by
L.P.Vidyarthi in his book The Maler can pass as a visual depiction of the heroic
stones portrayed in CaÆkam poetry. It is interesting to note that Maløru is also
the name of a Dravidian tribe that lives in MalnÁd taluk of Chikmagalur and in
Dakshin Kannad area of Karnataka. In Telugu areas, the navel stone set up at
the foundation of a new village is called NÁÔÔan kal which is considered to be a
phallic emblem.55  A site near Pollachi in Tamilnadu where Megalithic burial

53 AkanÁùÚéu35:7-8,PuéanÁùÚéu335:11-12
54 S.Satyamoorthy.Koééavai the Goddess of PÁlai Region, Research Papers Vol.VI, Department
of Tamil, University of Kerala pp.30-33 quoted by Ve.Kesavaraj in  NaÔukal VaãipÁÔu p.26
55 Henry Whitehead .The Village Gods of South India , Asian Educational Service, Reprint, New
Delhi: 1983, p40-41
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grounds and stone graves have been found is called NÁÔÔÁùkal PÁlayam. On the
basis of the above, if we agree that the Maler term nÁdu and Tamil term nÁÔu
probably had a common etymological origin, then these two terms in their re-
spective social and cultural contexts would represent the two extremes of the
semantic boundaries of the term within the realm of Dravidian. In this context,
it may be worthwhile to recall that in TolkÁppiyam, the most ancient of all the
available Tamil texts, nÁÔu apart from denoting country, also meant ‘the heaven’,
the abode of the dead. This, read with the Maler system of identifying the stones
planted in the memory of benevolent spirits with gods, should provide an inter-
esting anthropological insight into the origin and development of the ‘sense of
place’ as a ‘centre of felt value,’ which provided a link between the present and
the past, the living and the dead.

On the basis of the above discussion we may sum up the underlying concept of
the term nÁÔu as follows:

The term nÁÔu seems to have evolved extending its semantic boundaries in
tandem with the various stages of human history. The understanding of the
term revolves around the issues relating to survival. The underlying philoso-
phy of the term has something to do with human efforts for survival, stability,
and establishment of social and political norms and dispensation of justice.
The term serves as a symbol of growth and continuity.

The term nÁÔu might  have come into existence much before the advent of farm
culture. The early man, who was hunting and collecting food and who was
always on the move, had no rootedness or fixity to a place either functionally
or emotionally. The primitive religion had its probable roots in spirit worship
and ancestor worship, which was physically represented by the concept of ‘he-
roic stones.’ This development probably marked the beginning of rootedness
and verticality. As those stones were established in memory of clan ancestors,
clan-heroes, who had attained the status of deities, they gave a sense of secu-
rity, identity and continuity. Since primitive farming was a community affair
and farmlands were owned by communities, even the fields with the set-up
stones (nad-khallu of Maler) gave a sense of territory and a psychic sense of
belonging and well-being. As agriculture led to permanent settlements, the con-
cept of nÁÔu might have acquired a multi-dimensional sense. At this stage, the
term nÁÔu incorporated into its fold the elements of religion, economy, social
and political organization. As the simple communities grew into complex soci-
eties and kingdoms, the physical acts of ‘seeking’ and ‘fixing’ associated with
the founding of nÁÔu might have been replaced by certain symbols such as
common totems, flags, and centralized authorities with extended jurisdiction.
The sense of concreteness inherent in the term nÁÔu might have diffused into
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abstract forms of symbols.  In a way, we may say, from the Chal NÁdu of the
Malers to the Aikkiya NÁÔu of the Tamils, the term nÁÔu has traveled a long
way, both in terms of time and space, expanding its semantic boundaries in
consonance with the growth in socio-economic and political spheres.

Evolution of NÁÔu and NaÔu

On the basis of the above inputs, we can trace the evolution of the terms nÁÔu
and naÔu, both as verb and noun, and demonstrate that the concept of NÁÔu has
a deep-rooted prehistory and history behind it and has a wide ranging applica-
tion in the Dravidian realm.  The footprints of the terms nÁÔu and naÔu are
represented in form of Tables and given at Table-1to 4 for better understanding
and appreciation.

Whether it is as rudiment as the NÁdu of Malers ; No. é of Todas or as elaborate
as the variety of meanings enumerated for the term  NÁÔu in Tamil— ranging
from ‘ a room’; ‘quarter’ ;‘space’ ; ‘locality’ to ‘ district’ ‘state’, ‘country’ and
‘world’— a sense of ‘place’ emerges consistently. What then is a ‘place’? The
‘place’ -‘a portion of geographical space occupied by a person or thing’ -is
defined by M. Heidegger as ‘ that which places man in such as way that it
reveals the external bonds of his existence and at the same time the depths of
his freedom and reality.’56  The usage of NÁÔu in different types of economies
flourished in different geographical settings and contexts fits in as a perfect
case study that would explain the current understanding of the concept of ‘place.’
Yi- Fu- Tuan considers place as a ‘centre of felt value’ and ‘a repository of
meaning or an object of Intentionality.’57  The history of evolution of the term
NÁÔu as a place name generic in different Dravidian languages satisfies all the
six constituent values of places proposed by F. Lukermann, i.e. location; ‘en-
semble’ (integration of nature and culture); uniqueness, though within an inter-
connected frame work; localized focusing power; emergence (within an historico
cultural sequence of change) and meaning (to human agents).58  It is interesting
to note that the term nÁÔu by itself in its various semantic dimensions encom-
passed these constituent values of ‘place.’ The term nÁÔu as a verb that denotes
‘to seek’, ‘to probe’, and ‘to desire’ itself signifies the principle of intentional-
ity that forms the core of human efforts. NÁÔu seems to be the ‘centre of felt
value’ in every sense of the term- physical, psychological, political, economi-
56 M.Heidegger, The question of being’ quoted in R.J.Johnston (ed.) The Dictionary of Human
Geography, Blackwell, p.346
57 Y.F.Tuan, Space and place: the perspective of experience, quoted in R.J.Johnston, ed. The
Dictionary of Human Geography, Blackwell, p.346

58 F.Lukermann quoted in R.J.Johnston, ed. The Dictionary of Human Geography, Blackwell,
p.346
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cal, cultural and ethical.

Suggesting an etymology for a place name is a hazardous job, wrought with
many invisible pitfalls and the danger of ending up with a ‘folk etymology.’
However, with the aid of the above evidences we may suggest a probable ety-
mology and meaning for the term nÁÔu as follows:  naÔu> nÁÔu (naÔu (to plant)
at naÔu (center) through a process of nÁÔu (to seek and probe) to have nÁÔu (a
place, cultivated land, village and country), i.e ‘a cultivated area or a settlement
sought, identified and founded by fixing a pole or stone at the center’.
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Annexure – 1

LIST OF PLACE NAMES IN INDIA WITH ‘NÂ®U’ AS SUFFIX1

ANDHRA PRADESH: Krishna: Vadlamannadu, Akulamannadu; Nellore:
Venadu; Chittoor: Vasanadu, Dainadu, Thondamanadu. KERALA:
Pathanamthitta: Kadampanadu; Kollam: Meenadu. ORISSA: Koraput:
Dusanadu, Gudunadu. HIMACHAL PRADESH: Shimla: nadu. BIHAR:
Ranchi: Kalheyakanadu, Sadkanadu. KARNATAK: Chitradurga:
Maliganadu, Hornadu, Malanadu, Kunkanadu, Kainadu, Guttinadu,
Handiganadu, Bagganadu, Yelanadu, Menasinadu, Hunuvinadu; Dakshin
Kannad: Sajipanadu; Kodagu: Heravanadu; Shimoga: Hosanadu; Tumkur:
Bhoppanadu, Marenadu, Handiganadu, Yalanadu, Gujjanadu. TAMILNADU:
North Arcot Ambedkar: Pungampattunadu, Pudurnadu, Nellivasalnadu; South
Arcot: Sendanadu, Nannadu; Salem: Chinnakalrayan
HillsVadakkunadu(2), Gundaninadu, Pakkanadu, Gundurnadu, Balinadu,
Chithurnadu, Edappulinadu, Thiruppulinadu, Alathurnadu, Peraikkarinadu,
Ariyurnadu, Valavandinadu, Thinnanurnadu, Devanurnadu, Selurnadu(2),
Valappurnadu, Pelappadinadu; Thanjavur: Painganadu, Orattanadu(2),
Orathanadu(3), Umathanadu; Pudukkottai: Irumbanadu, Mangalanadu,
Perumanadu; Ramanathapuram:  Velanadu; Chidambaranar:
Vadavallanadu, Kilavallanadu. UTTAR PRADESH: Pithoragarh:
Chaminadu, Malannadu, Gaidalinadu; Tehri Garhwal: Punadu. TOTAL: 73

1 Note on Annexure 1 to 4: State names, District names and place names are given in that order
and styled as ANDHRA PRADESH: Krishna: Vadlamannadu. Numbers within brackets
following a place name indicates the frequency of occurrence of that name in the same district.
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Annexure – 2

LIST OF ‘NÂ®U’ VILLAGES AS LISTED IN KERALA
STHALANÀMAKOSAM- (Part 2)

KERALA: Thiruvananthapuram: Anadu, Aryanadu, Idappzhanadu,
Iriyanadu, Kadambanadu, Kazhonadu, Kunnanadu, Nellanadu, Nellanadu,
Puzhanadu, Ponganadu, Macchanadu, Maryanadu, Mundanadu, Vellanadu,
Vettinadu; Alleppey: Akkanattukara, Idanadu, Ulanadu, Ulanadu, Kakkanadu,
Kudassanadu, Kuttanadu, Kumbanadu, Kottanadu, Chammanadu, Cheriyanadu,
Nannadu, Nuranadu, Pandanadu, Ponnadu, Varanadu, Veliyanadu, Veliyanadu
Vadakku;  Iduky: Anchunadu, Alayanadu, Idanganadu, Koriyanadu,
Chokkanadu, Thalayanadu, Thudanganadu, Pallanadu, Pettenadu, Venadu;
Quilon: Ambanadu, Adinadu, Idanadu, Uliyanadu, Uliyanadu, Kalayanadu,
Kavanadu, Kuttinaadu, Chengamanadu, Choranadu, Perinadu, Perunadu,
Perunadu, Mayyanadu, Maranadu, Minatu, Vakkanadu; Kottayam: Anthinadu,
Alanadu, Idanadu, Ullanadu, Kadanadu, Kuryanadu, Kunnadu, Chennadu,
Thalanadu, Thidanadu, Pathanadu, Ponadu, Mannackanadu, Murikkanadu,
Nurikkanadu; Ernakulam: Akanadu, Ambunadu, Idanadu, Ilavanadu, Ulanadu,
Edanadu, Ezhakkarnadu, Kadakkanadu, Kandanadu, Kakkanadu, Kayanadu,
Kaninadu, Kunnathunadu, Kombanadu, Kodanadu, Chittanadu, Chenganadu,
Chengamanadu, Chemmanadu, Pazhanganadu, Veliyathunadu, Veliyanadu.
TOTAL: 98

Annexure – 3

LIST OF ‘NÂ®U’ VILLAGES AS LISTED IN KERALA
STHALANÀMAKOSAM - (Part 2)

KERALA: Trichur: Annanadu, Varmananadu, Elanadu, Pedayanadu,
Murkhanadu; Palghat: Kannadu, Kuttanadu, Kodanadu, Bhimanadu,
Vattenadu; Mallpuram: Kadavanadu, Atavanadu, Edarkanadu, Payyanadu,
Murkkanadu; Calicut: Kiliyanadu, Manadu, Mayanadu, Valayanadu; Vayanad:
Kidanganadu, Thondarnadu, Muppainadu, Vayanadu, Vadakkanadu, Chenadu;
Kannur: Kadavanadu, Kanadu, Thannadu, Naduvanadu, Punnadu, Poyanadu,
Edanadu; Kasurkot: Edanadu, Kalanadu, Chemmanadu, Thrikkannadu,
Munnadu. TOTAL: 37
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Annexure – 4

LIST OF PLACE NAMES IN INDIA WITH ‘NÂ®’ AS SUFFIX

ANDHRA PRADESH: Adilabad: Asnad, Jainad (4). BIHAR: Rohtas; Nad
(2); Gaya: Nad; Nawada: Nad (2); Purba Champaran: Barharwa, Mahanad;
Saraiyahat: Phaphnad; Giridih: Harnad. GUJRAT: Jamnagar: Kunad;
Surendranagar: Ghanad (2); Bhavnagar: Kanad; Mahesana; Unad, Gochnad;
Bharuch: Ghamnad, Magnad, Runad, Vachhnad, Manad, Kishnad; Surat:
Kanad, Asnad. HIMACHAL PRADESH: Mandi: Sanad (2), Chanad; Shimla:
Shanad, Manad. KARNATAK: Dakshin Kan nad: Aivarnad, Balnad, Halnad,
Mudumarnad, Padumarnad, Kurnad, Kolnad, Dakshin Kannad; Kodagu: Hachi
nad; Uttar Kan nad: Uttar Kannad. KERALA: Kasaragod: Edanad, Kalnad,
Chemnad, Munnad; Waya nad: Kidanganad, Nalloornad, Thondernad,
Wayanad, Muppainad; Malappuram: Ernad (3), Athavanad, Moorkkanad;
Thrissur: Elanad; Ernakulam: Kunnathunad (3), Kodanad, Kombanad,
Kunnathunad, Chengamanad; Kottayam: Kadanad; Alappuzha: Kuttanad (2),
Noornad, Veliyanad, Cheriyanad, Pandanad, Kuttanad; Pathanamthitta:
Perunad; Kollam: Perinad, Mayyanad, Adinad; Thiruvananthapuram:
Nellanad, Anad, Aryanad, Vellanad. MADHYA PRADESH: Morena: Nad;
Chhatarpur: Nad; Shajapur: Khajuri, Kanad, Iklera Kanad, Kanad,
Dhandheda Kanad; Dewas: Kanad; Jhabua: Nad (2); Khargone: Dhannad.
MAHARASTRA: Thane: Lonad, Kainad; Raigarh: Poynad, Kurnad, Honad,
Poynad; Sindhudurg: Nad; Dhule: Ajanad, Pusanad; Jalgaon: Purnad, Ajanad;
Aurangabad: Malegaon Kannad, Kannad (3), Anad (2), Hingane Kannad,
Khirdi Kannad; Jalna: Konad; Buldana: Konad; Amravati: Donad; Yavatmal:
Yenad, Donad (2), Senad; Nagpur: nad; Bhandara: Donad; Chandrapur:
Dhonad. MEGHALAY: West Khasi Hills: Manad, Nongnad. RAJSTAN:
Ajmer: Nad; Barmer: Leelsar Dakhnad, Chadar Dakhnad; Chittaurgarh:
Kanad (2). TAMILNADU: Nilagiri: Denad, Kodanad, Najanad, Ebbanad,
Kadanad, Munnanad, Erunad. UTTAR PRADESH: Dehradun: Brinad,
Dirnad; Fatehpur: Junad; Garhwal: Nad; Gorakhpur; Charnad; Jhansi:
Khiriyanad, Puranad; Mau: Sehnad; Pilibhit: Nad. WEST BENGAL: Hugli:
Koknad; Birbhum: Sankhanad. TOTAL: 144
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Annexure – 5
LIST OF ‘NÀDU’ SUFFIXED PLACE NAMES IN EARLY

INSCRIPTIONS *

ÀtinÁ±u, Arumoãidøva VaëanÁ±u, AsuvamukkiëainÁ±u, IllattÚrnÁ±u,
KaùuppÁééunÁ±u, KuéuppÁééunÁ±u, KuÆdamalainÁ±u, Ku±avÚrnÁ±u, MalainÁ±u,
MulkinÁ±u, NayarunÁ±u, PadinÁlkunÁ±u, PakamainÁ±u, PÁkanÁ±u, PeÆÆainÁ±u,
PeriyanÁ±u, CõãanÁ±u (CõÆÁ±u), Cõãa vaëanÁ±u, PuÉkinÁ±u, TrikkudavÚrnÁ±u,
Ton±amanÁ±u, Tirukku±akanÁ±u, VallappanÁ±u, VøÉkainÁ±u, TuyyanÁ±u,
ViëampinÁ±u.

Annexure - 6
LIST OF PLACE NAMES IN BASTAR DISTRICT OF

CHHATISHGARH WITH ‘NÂè’ AS SUFFIX

Kulanar, Chhotekurusnar, Hikohnar, Toynar, Kukanar,Vainar, Toynar,
Malingnar, Idenar, Alangnar, Khodsanar, Kurusnar, Kulanar, Bodla pusnar,
Kandanar, Padnar, Bade Bodernar, Nayanar, Dumirpalnar, Neganar, Hasalnar,
Bastanar, Timnar, Kandulnar, Kamanar, Kadenar, Michnar, Chhotesuhnar,
Toynar, Mangnar, Malnar, Alnar, Lalsuhnar, Itulnar, Eeramnar, Nahkanar,
Surgudabodenar, Idnar, Kuyenar, Koynar, Timenar, Neganar, Nelnar, Neganar,
Ketulnar, Adnar, Matnar, Irpanar, Udenar, Pakhnar, Madhanar, Kaknar,
Kutulnar, Mahrahaurnar, Nilegondibodenar, Bayanar, Kodenar, Kumnar,
Sonakuknar, Nainnar, Isalnar, Kahchenar, Marknar, Ganjenar, Potanar,
Badekurusnar, F.1 Diganar, Aalnar, Talnar, Niyanar, Chingnar, Madanar,
Hasnar, Netanar, Ulnar, Mulnar, Sadrabodenar, Kodnar, Chitalnar, Netanar,
Kakodajaganar, Buikijuganar, Dumnar, Pendalnar, Turenar, Kawanar, Kodnar,
Kumnar, Nayanar,  Nargarnar, Hodnar, Bayonar, Kodkanar, F7 Chandenar,
Talnar, Madohnar, Kodonar, Nednar, Nadenar, Ulnar, Padnar, Aadnar, Tadonar,
Palnar, Chintalnar, Tirkanar, Ddgapader alias Kodenar, Mahkanar, Alnar,
Kaknar, Raynar, Hirangenar, Irpanar, Pirnar, Belnar, Tekanar, Hikonar, Hetalnar,
Matenar, Tumnar, Madamnar, Metanar alias nedonar, Murnar, Kodnar, Kadenar,
Badkanar, Murnar, Tuhanar, Fulnar, Sawnar, Toynar, Markanar, Tadonar,
Nakulnar, Palnar, Kosalnar, Irpanar, Kalmanar, Renganar, Doditumnar,
Chyanar, Kurenar, Muchnar, Surnar, Pusnar, Kawanar, Netanar, Haurnar,
Nayanar, Kamkanar, Pandanar, Nayanar, Kutaulnar, Masenar, Timmenar,
Matnar, Ehnar, Siyanar, Ganjenar, Indrinar, Mangnar, Mechanar, Alnar,
Molasnar, Okenar, Choknar, Halainar, Kundenar, Behnar, Toynar, Semalnar,
Bertanar, Badetumnar, Mangnar, Ketulnar, Kudkanar, Alanar, Mofalnar,

*Compiled from Subrahmanya Sastry, S., Early Inscriptions,Delhi: Sri Satguru Publica-
tions,  ed.-2, 1984
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Kawalnar, Murkinar, Badealnar, Timnar, Salnar, Rewnar, Nelasnar,
Chhotealnar, Tumasnar, Gumalnar, Midkulnar, Wayanar, Kodenar, Edanar,
Mustalnar, Chilnar, Kosalnar, Chhotebodenar, Bondanar, Hiranar, Cholnar,
Mangnar, Kawanar, Chingnar, Katulnar, Katenar, Padnar, Planar,Pusnar,
Gunjnar, Turnar, Mohnar, Pikmohnar, Chanar, Neurnar, Tadnar,
Nayanar, Tumnar, Bayanar, Teknar, Surnar, Irpanar,
Chhotepotenar, Markanar, Chhindnar, Murkinar, Mangalnar,
Cholnar, Kotenar, Pahurnar, Farasnar, Kolnar, Talnar, Kachnar,
Paralnar, Sautnar, Turrenar.TOTAL: 235

***


